
Overview for installing your engine

Assembling your engine
 Thoroughly inspect the new engine to be sure it is identcal to the one being replaced
 Clean any parts which are to be reused, including bolts.
 Check all gasket and seal surfaces for damage, and clean these areas with a gasket scrapper

or  razor  blade.  DO  NOT  clean  any  surface  with  surface  conditoning  disks  or  abrasive
pad/bristle devices (see the "Surface conditoning disks" artcle under General Informatonn.

 Prime the oil pump and be sure to replace the pickup tube and screen.
 Follow instructons provided with the gasket set, only use gasket adhesive where required by

the gasket manufacturer.
 Inspect the radiator and cooling system and replace as necessary
 Clean and fush or replace all flters and flter lines.
 Fill the new oil flter with oil
 Fill cooling system with new antfreeze and water in a 50/50 mixture, bleed cooling systems

according to vehicle manufacturer guidelines.
 Inspect and replace (as necessaryn all parts listed under "Recommended parts to replace"
 Follow the Inital Startup and Break-in Procedure

Recommended parts to replace
 Oil cooler
 Pickup Tube
 Pickup Screen
 Distributor cap
 Distributor Rotor
 Coils
 Spark plugs
 Igniton wires
 Thermostat & Seal
 Radiator cap
 Water pump
 Fuel pump
 Oil flter
 Fuel flter
 Air flter
 Crankcase flter
 PCV Valve
 Radiator Hoses
 Belts
 By-pass Hose
 Pulleys
 Carburetor
 EGR
 Motor/transmission mounts
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 Run the engine at 1500-2000 RPM for approximately 15 minutes
 Verify and monitor oil pressure immediately afer startup
 Thoroughly check for any leaks or noises and shut the engine down to address the issues
 Monitor the engine temperature as it warms up, do not let it overheat
 Adjust the total advance and igniton tming to manufacturers recommendatons
 Make sure cooling system is working properly

Break-in

 Monitor all gauges and warning lights
 Check all fuid levels daily
 Avoid extended idling, vary speeds for the frst 100-200 miles of driving, and do not do any

heavy towing for the frst 500 miles.
 Change oil at 250-500 miles, then every 3000 miles or 3 months afer.
 On fat tappet cams, use conventonal oil with a zinc additve for at least the frst 500 miles.

For  high  performance  applicatons  it  is  recommended  to  contnue  using  zinc  additves.
Synthetc oil can be used afer the inital break-in period.

“Break-In” Procedures for 4-cycle MerCruiser Engines, from Mercury Marine.

First 20 Hours
 Do NOT operate the engine below 1500 rpm for extended periods of tme. Shif into gear as

soon as possible afer startng the engine. Advance the throtle above 1500 rpm if conditions
permit safe operation.

 Do  NOT operate at one contnuous speed for extended periods of tme. Vary the throtle
positon every ten to ffeen minutes.

 Do NOT exceed ¾ throtle during the frst 10 hours of operaton. During the next 10 hours
you may occasionally operate at full throtle for no more than 5 minutes at a tme.

 Do NOT operate at full throtle untl the engine reaches normal operatng temperatures.
 Avoid full throtle acceleraton from an IDLE speed.

After first 20 Hours
 Install and maintain the correct propeller for the applicaton. Make sure the prop allows the

engine to operate at (or nearn the top of its specifed Wide-Open-Throtle rpm range. Refer
to the Owner’s Manual, or consult with your marine dealer to determine the correct prop
for the applicaton.

 Refrain  from  extended  periods  of  Wide-Open-Throtle.  Mercury  Marine  recommends
cruising at ¾ throtle or below for longer term operaton.

 Change the oil and flter regularly. Refer to Specifcatons and Maintenance secton of the
MerCruiser Owners Guide for recommendatons.

Startup



General Informaton
Engine remanufactures have historically had a very small percentage of engine failures related to oil
pumps and related parts, but over the past several years these failures seem to be increasing. There
seems to be three common denominators associated with these failures; the engines were shipped
over 200 miles to the installer, the engine sat in a warehouse for at least a month, and/or the engine
was difcult to prime.

Priming  the  engine  prior  to  startup  is  even  more  critcal  when  the  bearings  and  other  major
components do not have lubricaton lef on them from factory testng. Examples of this would be if
an engine is on the warehouse shelf for an extended period of tme, or the oil/lubricaton shaking
during transit.

Because of constant advances in technology of engines, priming has become more difcult over the
years. In the past, installers were able to simply spin the oil pump with a drill before installing the
distributor. Today, there are so many variatons of engines that are distributorless and/or drive the
oil pump of other accessories. Examples of this include Quad 4 GM engines that use an oil pump
driven by a gear on the crankshaf, imports like the 2.6L Mitsubishi which uses a chain to drive the
pump, and others that use a gerotor style oil pump that is driven directly by the crankshaf.

In  these  cases,  priming  the  oil  system  by  turning  the  oil  pump  can  be  very  difcult  or  even
impossible. To avoid dry start problems and properly prime the system, the installer must atach a
pressure primer to the oil galley to pump oil through the engine.

For questionss, concernss, or more assistance with priming your oil pump and engine please contact
us during our posted business hours.

This informaton is provided as a general guide.

How to do it:

Remove the front oxygen sensor; if it is a V style engine or has multple catalytc converters remove
each of them individually.

Test the back pressure between the engine and the catalytc converter using a back pressure test kit.
If you do not have a back pressure test kit any low pressure gauge will work.

Warm up the engine and run it at a steady 2200 rpm, then read the gauge. 1-2 pounds is acceptable,
but anything over 2 pounds means there is a restricton.

Why checking the back pressure is important:

When you are replacing an engine it is extremely important to check the exhaust back pressure. A
restricted exhaust system means that the exhaust system is not functoning properly which can lead
to premature engine failure including burnt valves or blown head gaskets. Engine failure caused by a
restricted exhaust system is not covered under your warranty (no mater who you buy the engine
from!n so it is in everyone’s best interest to measure back pressure when installing a new engine.

General Motors Position On Use of Surface Coonditioning Discs

The AERA Technical Commitee ofers the following informaton regarding the use of grinding discs
as obtained from the General Motors Corporaton. When cleaning engine gasket sealing surfaces,



surface conditoning disks (typically constructed of woven fber or molded bristlesn which contain
abrasives, such as a high amount of Aluminum Oxide, areNOT RECoOMMENDED.  The informaton
contained in this bulletn supersedes any previously published GM service informaton regarding the
use of surface conditoning disks and pertains to all current and previously manufactured engines.

The use of  such surface conditoning discs dislodges Aluminum Oxide from the discs and metal
partcles, which can lead to premature engine bearing failure. In some cases this failure occurs in as
litle as 1,000 miles or less afer the repair has been made.

Surface conditoning discs may grind the component material and imbed it into the disc. This can
result when more aggressive pressure is applied during the cleaning/grinding of the gasket surface.

Do not use abrasive pad/bristle devices to clean the gasket surfaces of engine components. Abrasive
pads or devices should not be used for the following reasons:

Abrasive pads will produce fne grit that the oil flter will not be able to remove from the oil. The grit
that cannot be flter out has been known to cause engine damage. Abrasive pads can easily remove
enough material to round cylinder head surfaces. This has been known to afect the gasket’s ability
to  seal,  especially  in  the  narrow seal  areas  between the  combuston chamber  and  the  coolant
jackets.

Abrasive pads can also remove enough material to afect cylinder head, block, oil pan rail, and intake
manifold runner fatness, which can cause coolant and oil leaks. It takes only about 15 seconds to
remove .008” of metal with an abrasive pad.

To clean such gasket matng surfaces,  General Motors recommends the use of a  razor blade or
plastic gasket scraper. When cleaning gasket surfaces, please note the following:

 When using a razor blade type gasket scraper, use a new razor blade for each cylinder head
and corresponding block surface. Hold the blade as parallel to the gasket surface as possible.
The will ensure that the razor blade does not gouge or scratch the gasket surface.

 Do not gouge or scrape the combuston chamber surfaces.
 Do not gouge or scratch any engine-sealing surface during the cleaning process.

The appearance of the gasket surface is not critcal – the feel is. There is a possibility that there will
be  some indentatons  from the  gasket  lef in  the  cylinder  head  afer  all  the  gasket  material  is
removed. The new gasket will fll these small indentatons when it is installed.

Making the right cam choice for your engine is a big decision in your engine buying experience.
Generally speaking for the best performance, reliability and durability the obvious choice is a roller
camshaf. While a full roller engine may be a larger inital investment it is sure to be well worth the
cost in the long run. 

A roller engine has far less fricton between the cam lobe and the lifer. Over tme a fat tappet
engine will  wear  down the cam lobe  much  quicker  than a  roller,  causing  a  decrease in  engine
performance and durability.

Another reason for choosing a roller cam is the performance benefts. A roller cam lobe can have a
steeper profle allowing the cam to reach its maximum lif sooner and stay there longer. Staying at
maximum lif longer allows more air and fuel to enter the cylinder before being compressed.



AERA Technical bulletn regarding engine oil coolers;

There are many diferent shapes and sizes of oil coolers being used in today’s engines. Most of these
are unique to the applicaton and OE manufacturer  design.  Common among all  coolers  are the
extremely small oil passges that make up the “bundle” or “element” housed in the interior of the
cooler.  The  cooling  surface  is  maximized  by  keeping  the  individual  tube’s  diameter  as  small  as
possible.

This design makes it necessary to replace the oil cooler bundle or element afer bearing failures,
cylinder wall scoring or any other type of catastrophic engine failure that produces debris inside the
engine. Remains from a failure become trapped inside the oil cooler and cannot be removed by
degreasing  or  fushing  the  cooler.  Trapped  partcles  are  likely  to  reenter  the  remanufactured
engine’s lubricatng oil supply causing a repeated failure.

New  oil  cooler  bundles  are  available  from  various  OE  and  afermarket  sources.  It  is  highly
recommended you replace the entre radiator assembly.

Engine oil coolers must be replaced or any engine warranty will be void.

Valve lash is the distance between rocker arm and the tp of the valve stem. Proper adjustment of
valve  lash  is  very  important  to  ensure  engine  life  and maximize  its’  efciency.  There  are  many
detailed guides online on how to properly adjust valve lash. 

Certain applicatons require you to verify the bolt patern of the valve covers. Perimeter bolt valve
covers have four bolts around the outside of the valve cover, while center bolt valve covers have
three bolts down the middle of the cover.

SB Ford Spacer Information - Our SB Ford Dampers are all made to the 1963-'69 length. This allows
the use of both early and late style dampers in early chassis. All of our SB Ford dampers also have
both the three and four bolt pulley paterns. They also have three sets of tming marks to suit all SB
engines. If your stock damper is longer than three inches, we make up the diference with a series of
spacers. To determine which spacer you need, measure the length of your damper (see drawing



belown and refer to the chart to see which spacer you need. Our standard spacers are made of
aluminum and are very inexpensive. If  you have a 5.0L engine running a belt driven blower,  we
recommend that you use our 81009 Steel Spacer instead of the 81007 aluminum one.

EZ EFI® is now available on most Tri Star high performance crate engines. EZ EFI® by
FAST™  features  patent  pending  technology  with  the  most  advanced  self  tuning
control strategy available anywhere today. Simply hook up the four necessary wires
and any optonal  wires,  answer the basic setup Wizard questons on the included
hand-held display and the system tunes itself as you drive. Countless research and
development hours were spent on a number of prototype test vehicles to develop a
high-quality system truly worthy of the FAST™ brand.

Capable of supportng up to 650 horsepower engines, the FAST™ EZ-EFI® Self Tuning
Fuel  Injecton System can be purchased as a  complete system, including the ECU,
wide-band oxygen sensor, wiring harness, fuel injectors, optonal fuel pump kit and
other assorted components, including the innovatve 4150 Throtle  ody from FAST™.
When you buy the EZ EFI® system on your Tri Star high performance crate engine we will dyno test it
with the fuel injecton system on top and tune it  for ultmate performance and efciency. Dyno
testng allows us to fnd the ideal fuel pressure level for the most power.

If  you  upgrade  to the  EZ  EFI®  system Tri  Star  supplies  the  master  kit.  The master  kit  includes
everything in the Base Kit plus the EZ-EFI® Fuel Pump Kit, 600HP (Part # 307503n and the EZ-EFI® Fuel
Pump Hose and Fitng Kit (Part # 307600n.



Performance Informaton

In a priority main oiling system, the oil from the engines primary oil galley is supplied frst to the
main bearings and then to the cam, lifers and top end. This ensures that the critcal crankshaf main
bearings receive adequate lubricaton for highly stressed racing applicatons.

All Dart blocks employ priority main oiling systems.

Factory OE blocks, in contrast, typically feed oil to the top end frst as it is easier to machine them in
this fashion and factory blocks are not designed for the demands of racing.



Traditonal  GM blocks  have a water  passage between the cylinders.  All  new Dart™ blocks  have
Siamese bores, meaning they are solid metal between the cylinder bores. Siamese bores are much
more stable and greatly improve ring and head gasket sealing for increased power and durability.

All engines in the Pro Star series feature splayed main caps. The outer bolts secure the main cap
against the block register which prevents "cap walk." Cap walk causes premature bearing wear.

Splayed main caps are far superior to OE style main caps which have straight outer bolts.

Common Engine Issues
These engines are notorious for dropping intake seats, most commonly on the right front cylinder.
These  powdered  metal  seats  break  into  small  fragments  and  become  lodged  into  the  intake
manifold. If  you do not properly clean the intake they will  get  sucked into the new engine and
contaminate it, causing damage to the new engine.

Tri Star highly recommends the intake manifold assembly be replaced on any of these engines to
eliminate  this  problem.  If  you choose not  to  put  a new intake on,  the existng intake must  be
thoroughly cleaned.

To clean the intake, begin by removing the throtle body and standing the intake on end. Blow air
through the intake ports to help dislodge some of the foreign debris. Collect debris with a powerful
magnet. Be sure to thoroughly shake the intake and use a light to check the corners so you don’t
miss any of this material.

Rely only on high-grade replacement engine parts on our virtual shelves.

https://www.carid.com/engine-parts.html



